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CYBERWAR-2012/13: Siegel 2011 Predicted Cyberwar Via
ACHILLES-HEEL DIGITS BEQS BEC ZERO-DIGIT BEC of/in
ACHILLES-HEEL DIGITS Log-Law Algebraic-Inversion to ONLY
BEQS BEC Digit-Physics U Barabasi Network/Graph-Physics BEQS
BEC JAMMING Denial-of-Access (DOA) Attacks 2012-Instantiations
MASTER RACE HUFFMANN, EDWARD CARL-LUDWIG SIEGEL, FUZZY-
ICS=CATEGORYICS=PRAGMATYICS("Son of 'TRIZ'")/Category-Semantics
Cognition

— Newcomb-Benford(NeWBe)-Siegel log-law BEC Digit-Physics Network/Graph-
Physics Barabasi et.al. evolving-“complex”-networks/graphs BEC JAMMING DOA
attacks: Amazon(weekends: Microsoft I.E.-7/8( vs. Firefox): Memorial-day, Labor-
day,...), MANY U.S.-Banks:WF,BoA,UB,UBS,... instantiations AGAIN militate
for MANDATORY CONVERSION to PARALLEL ANALOG FAULT-TOLERANT
but slow( er) SECURITY-ASSURANCE networks/graphs in parallel with faster
“sexy” DIGITAL-Networks/graphs: “Cloud”, telecomm: n-G,..., because of common
ACHILLES-HEEL VULNERABILITY: DIGITS!!! “In fast-hare versus slow-
tortoise race, Slow-But-Steady ALWAYS WINS!!!” (Zeno). {Euler [#s(1732)] \sum-
\prod }-Riemann[Monats. Akad. Berlin (1859)] \sum-\prod - Kummer-Bernoulli (#s)-
Newcomb [Am.J.Math.4(1),39 (81) discovery of the QUANTUM!!!]-{Planck (01)}]-
{Einstein (05)}-Poincar e [Calcul Probabilités,313(12)]-Weyl[Goett. Nach.(14);
Math.Ann.77,313(16)]-{Bose (24)-Einstein(25)}-VS. –Fermi (27)-Dirac(27))-Menger
[Dimensiontheorie(29)]-Benford [J.Am. Phil.Soc.78,115(38)]-Kac[Maths Stats.-
Reason. (55)]- Raimi [Sci.Am.221,109(69)]-Jech-Hill [Proc.AMS,123,3,887(95)] log-
function
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